More Improvisation Games for Speaking English
Games inspired by WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?
1 ADDICTS ANONYMOUS
Three contestants attend a meeting run by the fourth, for their strange addiction.
2 COUPLES
Two contestants improvise a scene changing into various famous couples suggested by the
audience.
3 COURTROOM SCENE
Contestants play the judge, prosecution, and various witnesses (using props) trying to solve a court
case.
4 DAYTIME TALK SHOW
Contestants act out a talk show with one as host, two guests and one audience member.
5 DIRECTOR
Two contestants perform a scene directed by a third, the director, based on audience suggestions
6 DUBBING THE ALIENS
Two or three aliens are in a supermarket checking out the food. Three other actors translate what
they are saying.
7 EMOTIONALLY UNSTABLE
During a scene contestants switch into the emotions suggested by the audience.
8 EXPERT
One contestant is an "expert" on an obscure topic, interviewed by another contestant.
9 EXPERT TRANSLATION
One contestant is an "expert" on an obscure topic, interviewed by another contestant.
10 FASHION SHOW
Contestants commentate on the others acting as models at a fashion show.
11 Harry Potter Style
Hermione, Ron and Harry are put into situations eg at the dentist
12 Trailer
One contestant narrates a film trailer which is performed by the other three.
13 Fixed Expressions
The contestants act out a scene while maintaining a given expression (happy, constipated, etc.)
14 Foreign Film Dub
2 contestants act a film in the given language, with the others translating.
15 Forward/Rewind
A scene is played with contestants switching between forward and reverse (see also Video Players)
16 Gangsta Rap
A two person "Song Styles"-type game about a particular occupation.
17 Helping Hands
Two contestants act out a scene but one has his hands provided by a third contestant.
18 World’s Worst
19 The News
Two students read out the news while another two act it out.
20 Hollywood Director
Two contestants perform a scene directed by a third, the director, based on audience suggestions.
21 Police Interrogation
Two contestants interrogate another about a bizarre crime suggested by the audience.
22 Interview
A contestant interviews fictional/historical character in the style of a given magazine/TV show.
23 Live Props
Two contestants act a scene using the others (or audience/guests) as any required props.
24 Millionaire Show
Contestants are host, contestant, audience and phone friends in a styled Millionaire game show.
25 WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO SAY?
Two contestants converse, but keep reading insults into everything the other says.
26 WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?
Two contestants act out a scene, incorporating audience-suggested lines on pieces of paper given to
them.
27 THE WORLD’S WORST
The contestants perform examples of the World's Worst of a given topic eg a pizza chef.

